Evaluation of dose calculation algorithms using different density materials for in-field and out-of-field conditions.
The accuracy of the dose calculation is vital in the stereotactic ablative body radiotherapy (SABR) technique to achieve clinically effective dose distribution for better tumor control. Multiple commercial radiotherapy treatment planning systems (TPS) were implemented with different algorithms, such as Acuros XB in Eclipse and Superposition in XiO. The aim of this study is to investigate five different dose calculation algorithms, namely, pencil beam convolution (PBC), Acuros XB, AAA implemented in an Eclipse system, collapsed cone convolution (CCC) algorithm implemented in Mobius3D and superposition algorithms implemented in the XiO system, and then validate the results against measurements using an Institute of Physical Sciences in Medicine (IPSM) phantom with different density materials for in-field and out-of- field conditions. The IPSM phantom was used to investigate the dose calculation algorithm performances in four different densities (water, lung, ribs, and dense bone) using different beam configurations, including small beam fields utilised in lung SABR. Five commercial algorithms implemented in two TPS (Eclipse and XiO) and one plan check (M3D) system were used for in-field and out-of-field measurement. In the in-field condition, the Acuros XB algorithm had lower mean differences than the measured dose by the IC ranging from -0.46 to 0.24 for all the densities. In the out-of-field condition, the results of eclipse system: AAA, PBC and Acuros XB algorithms demonstrated underdose point's measurements by -40% for all densities except for AAA calculations in lung density (overdosed by 40%). The measured points of the superposition algorithms were overestimated to the actual dose less than 30% in water, lung and dense bone. At the same densities, the CCC algorithms showed relatively the lowest differences in percentage compared to the superposition algorithms. Our results showed that the Acuros XB and superposition algorithms are closer to the actual measured dose than AAA, PBC and CCC for majority of the field conditions for water-equivalent, lung, rib and dense bone densities. The CCC algorithm resulted in a better agreement with the measurement of the out-of-field points compared with the other algorithms.